
A PARTS SOLUTION 
FIRST! IT WORKS ON 
EVERY ESTIMATE. 
EVERY PART. 
EVERY VENDOR. 
EVERY REPAIR.

Mitchell Parts

Turns parts 
procurement
into gains in 

efficiency and 
profitability. 

Mitchell Parts is the industry’s new advanced eCommerce solution designed to simplify and streamline the collision 
parts procurement process. Powered by uParts, Mitchell Parts sources, orders, tracks and receives parts and is fully 
integrated into Mitchell solutions for repair facilities. 
 
Mitchell Parts is unique in that it finally creates a level playing field for all participants in the procurement process. 
Unlike other solutions that work well for one type of part or industry participant, Mitchell Parts works on every 
part, for everyone involved, on every repair. 

 With one click, all parts are ordered from your choice of vendors for the ultimate in efficiency.  

 Works for all of your favored vendors so you never have to go out of the system. 

 See all the parts available for your repair so you can make informed decisions on which parts are right for  
 the jobs. 

It’s fast. It’s accurate. It’s driving down cycle times, and driving up customer satisfaction and profitability in today’s 
collision repair facilities, and all of your vendors can be a part of the network.



WHY CUSTOMERS CHOOSE MITCHELL
“Mitchell Parts is the best parts program to stay organized and up 
to date on all parts needs. It has easy and quick communication 
with parts vendors.” 

                                        — Chad Faulkner, Solesbee Auto Crafts

Finally—a solution that works on every estimate, for every part, with every vendor,  
on every repair. It streamlines procurement—saving time, money, and cycle times.  
And can be the best enhancer of customer satisfaction you implement this year.

SINGLE CLICK ORDERING 
Order all of your parts with a single click, 
including OE, Aftermarket, recycled and 
other alternative parts. Consider the all-new 
simplicity and savings in time you’ll enjoy 
with its one simple click feature that handles 
all of your parts procurement needs.

OPEN PLATFORM 
Any shop and any vendor with an email 
address can participate. So there is no need 
for a repair facility to go outside the system 
because one or more of their favored vendors 
aren’t in the network.

PART ACCURACY 
Get the correct part the first time with unique 
features that go beyond the part number. See 
variations and utilize fully integrated vendor 
messaging to verify parts without leaving the 
application.

CONTROL OVER PARTS DECISIONS 
Choose your own vendors based on existing 
relationships and detailed information about 
service levels, pricing and parts availability.

MITCHELL ESTIMATING INTEGRATION 
With Mitchell Parts integrated into Mitchell 
UltraMate, you have a seamless and more 
efficient parts procurement experience right 
from the start of any claim or job.

POWERFUL TOOLS & ANALYTICS 
Access easy-to-use analytic tools to see how 
your current and prospective vendors are 
performing. Make your parts procurement 
process a more profitable process through 
gains in efficiency.

Visit mitchell.com/Parts or  
give us a call at 800.238.9111
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(m)powering better outcomes


